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SYNOPSCS: Xian city, the most well known ancient city of China for he~ incredible Terra Cotta 
Warriers and so forth, has been suffe~ed from ground fracture for years. Su~faee ruptures and 
"faultings" eneounte~ed in strips all over the city. Hundreds of buildings were severely distroyed 
and many of them even have been demolished. Ground failures wide-spread and enlarged from time to 
time, especially right from Tangshan earthquake of July 28, 1976. The~efore serious concerns and 
suspicious of being associated wlth major ea~thquakes have arosed. Thus it has been a problem of 
both engineering and social influence. 
Like many other cities in China and even in the world such -as Houston, Texas, USA,surface faulc-
lng or surface rupture often caused many guess-works and arguments among different engineers, geolo-
gists and seismologists. In turn, many projects either underway or co be undertaken wlll be serious-
ly lagged out due to discrepancies of different assessment and measures of mitigation. 
The authors have been deeply involved in surface faulting and ruptures as a background for ex-
plaTing the mechanism and predicting its possible effects from the engineering polnt of view. 
tn this paper, the authors introduce thei~ systematic ease study on Xian ground failures towards 
this end.inelud1ng site investigations, typical damages assessment, numerical analysis on fracture 
mechanism, model tests in laboratory and eomprehensiveevaluations etc. Conclusions were drawn not 
only for this particular ancient city but also provided a referential real ease for the like in the 
world. 
Early fran 1950s, ~subsidence took place in X1an 
city. Meamlbile, Surface ~cures enccuntexed around 
the same area and finally developed into five major~ 
ture belts with a total length of 26.3lcm. All the ~ 
ture belts tead to strike in N-E direction (Fig. l) • 
:a.d.ldings and many other constructions on the gm.m 
or ~ were severely destroyed as shown in plate 
(l) and (2). 1his problem seemed to be nore and une 
serious after the disastrous Tangshan earthquake (M • 7.8 
JUly 28, 1976), becauSe many people terribly worried 
about that their develcpment would be associated wlth 
any seismic event to come. Consequently, the 
oecuT~enee of ground ruptures not only cause 
great loss in construction, but also. fo~ a 
soelal problem which affected people psycholo-
gically, and make the city planners much eon-
fused. · 
This problems has been investigated by ::El re-
levant professional agencies and quite erent 
coneluslons ·have been drawn. One conclusion is 
that the ground ruptures aTe the extension of 
the active fault in the deep bedrock which 
is about several hundred meters below the 
ground surface. AnotheT conclusion insisted in 
thinking of the consequence of excess drawn-
down of ground water table due to over pumping 
in recent thirty years. However, either of the 
two could not convince the other with suffici~ 
~easons. Therefore, ·further reasearch work is 
required to verify the actual mechanism of the 
ground ruptures in Xian city. 
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Ground rupture is a general term describlnf the 
discountinulty on which covers surface fau tings 
of any kind. The case history in Xian city is 
one~ the numerous similar events in China and 
other countries like that in Houston and Shan-xi 
p~ovince of China. Controversy often arise 
based on various view points. But as a practical 
problem in geotechnical engineering, the follow-
ing questions should be answered definitely: 
(1) Whether or not the ground ruptures used to 
be or will be closely Telated to a strong 
earthquake. (2) Whether or not the occurrence of ground 
ruptures can be pTedieted and prevented. This 
is also a common problem somewhere in the world 
like Houston, Texas[l], San Jao~in valley,CA. 
[2) and south-central Arizona [3) even though · 
some factors differ from place to place. 
2. PRELIMCANRY DISCUSSION ON THE MECHANISM OF . 
GROUND RUPTURES 
Research work began with evaluating the stand-
points of the two different theories as mention-
ed above. 
The tectonic theory put emphasis on the back-
ground of the fault in the bedrock and any 
evidence· showing the link between groUDd ·rupture 
and causative fault. · It has been examined and 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of surface ruptures over 
Xian urban area 
Plate 1. Damages on buildings caused by 
composite ground ruptures 
verified that: 
(1) Ground rupture belts are basically in the 
same direction as the regional tectonic fault; (2) Ground ruptures basically coincide with 
major tectonic faults; 
However, discrepant phemomenon still exists 
which will be pointed out in the following. The 
over pumping theory stressed out that: 
(1) Ground subsidence did occur in good con-
formity with the occurrence of ground rupture; ('.) The center of subsidence cone colnsides 
with the dram down ·center of. grcur¥1. 'W!lter Fig. 2; 
(3) Ground ruptures useo to maccn up with the 
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Plate 2. Damages on buildings caused by 
composite ground ruptures 
change of ground water level in time. 
However, the distribution of ground ruptures 
didn't follow the border of conic subsidence. 
Therefore anyone of the above theories can not 
give satisfactory answer alone. 
In order to figure out comprehensively the actual 
behavior and mechanism of the ground rupture, 
the following work was carried out in detail : 
(1) Detail exploration and inspection on the 
rupture characteristics and behavior; 
(2) Laboratory modelling to trace out the 
propagation geometry of rupture itself under 
the law of similarity; 
(3) Numerical modelling by finite element 
method to verify the laboratory modelling 
result and the criteria of rupture propagation. 
Conclusion was finally drawn that the mechanism 
of ground rupture in Xian possesses a double 
feature of both tectonic faulting and ground 
subsiding due to over pumping . A particular term 
was suggested to be given -- composite rupture 
which is explained separately as follows. 
3 SITE VERtFICATtON OF GROUND RUPTURE BEHAVIOR 
Obvious characteristics were examined and proved 
by surveying and mon.fttx"l.ng. It was found that: 
(1 )Only vertical dislocation can be visible with 
the rupture, and no horizontal dislocation at 
all; (2)New ruptures appeared at the very position 
of the ancient ruptures -- an illustrative 
evidence showing the recurrence of ground rup-
ture; 
(3) Ground ruptures seemed to be activated by 
bodhlowering of ground ~ater table and the 
ground subsidence due to over pumping; (4) Ground rupture extended down to certain 
depth in the soil formation and vanished 
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.Flg. 3 PtmUe of a testq plt 
k£1 loess 1n t.eftiiCe ~ gmDl ... tcience f.8o11ne (11M) 
r!:l ax:ltDt .a- B gmDl ~ 
.FJ&. 2 QJrface ~ - lad U.ldence 
with increasing depth(Fig. 3); (5) All the ground ruptures distributed within 
the scope of ground subsidence. The most 
active ruptures are directly associated with 
the drawn-down of ground water(~ig. 4); (6) The cracks of ground surface are the 
secondary effect of the activity of the under-
lying ancient ruptures in the sense of both . 
manner and time ~ (7) Ground ruptures have a very strong seismic 
background. Evidence verified the historical 
record that major earthquakes around Xian like 
Hua-xian earthquake in 1556 <~- ll) excited 
strong motion in Xian to an intensity I • 9. 
As the ground encountered in good conformity 
with the tectonic stress field. 
4. LABORATORY MODELLING 
The purpose of laboratory modelling is to simu-
late the mechanism of ground ruptures and con-
sequently to specify the propagation critaria 
of the bedrock dislocation up to the ground 
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surface so as to clarify whether and how the 
ruptures in bedrock may extend to the ground 
surface. 
Model test was so designed that the law of siml-
larity should be satisfied with the following 
assumptions: 
(l) The overlying soil is both homogenious and 
isotropic halfspace; (2) The contact between overlying soil and the 
bedrock is a rigid interface, the tectonic 
stress exerted is the subsequent transferring 
effect of the dislocation in bedrock; (3) The length of rupture in bedrock is theo-
retically infinite, and no attenuation of dis-
placement in both longitudinal and transverse 
direction; (4) The constitutive behavior of soil is: 
elasto-plastic; (5) When any creep occurs, the stress in the 
soil can be considered as pseudo-static; 
(6) The rupture induced in soil can be treated 
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Vertlcal load O.Skg 
Hari.2looCal lOIMI 4kg 
W=21A(%) 
Vertical lOIMI O.Skg 
1ior1aoatall01Mi 2kg 
w -•r.a(,.ol 
Fig. 5 Sbear strain versus tiJie of t:be acerlal used for the .ooei. cest 
as macroscopic yield in soil mass. 
By the law of similarity, the model test should 
slmilate the strain behaviors of teh quaterary 
soll. And the model test should satisfy the 
iiollowillg similarity conditions: 
For motion, C.·Cx/G, = 1 
For boundary dispiaqement, c •• /C 14 =I, 
c,/c ... =L. c~. ~_ C,/c ... -1, 
For boundary stress • .C,; /C, = / 1 
For stress-strain, c~-1, C1 /C,=I, c;/t,..-1_,~=1 
Where c, constant for 'stress similarity, 
CL constant for gepmetric similarity, 
Ca constant for volume weight similarity, 
Cu constant for disp+acement similarity, 
C~ constant for time similarity, 
C• constant for strain similarity, 
Ci constant for elastic modulus, 
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constant for boundary stress similarity, 
constant for boundary displacement 
similarity, 
constant for boundary displacement 
similarity. 
Thus, a silt clay was adpoted to make· tie sample 
and further behavior specified as follows: 
{l)Stress- strain relationship looked like pa-
rabolic type; {2)Change of confined pressure may have big in-
fluence on stress-strain psth; {3lThe horizontal to vertical load ratio and 
the water content have bigger influence on 
the rheological properties of soil. 
A number of test results show that: 
{l)When the horizontal dislocation of the 
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base becomes greater than 1/2 of the sample 
thickness, micro rupture on the surface began to 
occur; (2)As the base dislocated horizontally, rup-
tures in soil began from the botton to the 
top, when the base dislocation extended about 
1/2 of the thickness, ruptures comes thro out 
of the sample; (3)Ruptures on the sample have quite different 
figures on the real ground surface. 
5. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
An elas~plastic finite element analysis program 
was used to fig~re out the mechanism of the rup-
cure. It has a big variety of elements which 
lead soil mechanics into plasticity. To modify 
the soil properties, Cap-model was first put into 
consideration. Since this model is actually com-
posed of both a cap and a Drucker-Prager yield 
plane (Fig. 6 A), and the stress path mainly 
goes along f., and f& will become a minor factor, 
so Drucker-prager model was finally used for 
simplicity which yie~ding plane is as shown in 
Fig. 6 B. 
Flg.6 (A) Cap .aclel 
(B) Druck~r - ·prager .odel 
Fig.6 au.erical .odel and lea para.et~ra 
In addition, the loess in Xian behaves as a weak 
work-harding or even work-softening material as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
In calculation, the boundary elements were used 
to facilitate the displacement calculation at 
the boundary under loading. Besides, infinite 
elements to deal with integration problem-- i.e. 
Gauss-Legendre integral and Gauss-Lagurra inte-
gral were used in tangential direction and ra-
dial direction separately. To simulate the dis-
location in bedrock,joint element was used. 
Based on surface faulting and rupture pattern 
over observed triangular elements were ·adopted 










Flg. 7 Stnss-straln relatf.onsblp of the •terlals . 
used for the IUiel. test 
(l)When the ratio of vertical dislocation of 
bedrock to the thickness of overlying soils is 
1/20 (Fig. 8 A) no rupture extends to 'ground 
surface until the ·ratio reaches l/10(Fig.8 B); (2)When dislocation reaches 3/5 of the thick-
ness of overlying soil, the rupture in the 
soil extend downward, and finally rupture in 
soil goes thro out the soil layer; 
Referring to the geological data in Xian, the 
thickness of overlying soil is 600 - 700 m, and 
dislocation of bed rock is about 2000 - 3000 m. 
The vertical dislocation of bedrock necessary to 
cause . the 2000 m thick soil layer to break must 
be at least 200 m. When the horizontal a1sloca-
tion is over 1000 m, the 2000 m thick of soil 
layer to begin break thoroughly. 
6.CORRELATION BETWEEN GROUND RUPTURE AND ANCIENT 
FRACTURES IN SOIL 
By visual observation in exploration trenches at 
many localities over Xian city, many ancient 
fractures embeded with top soil at a depth 
0.7 - 0.3 m below ground surface were found which 
were caused by tectonic movement of ground in 
historical event [4]. Fig. 3 is an example where 
an ancient fracture belt striking inN 65~7o•E, 
about 5 - 6 m wide, embeded at 2m depth by top 
soil. The fractures vanish downward at a depth 
of i-5 m. It was verified that the fractures 
were caused tectonically by Hua-xian earthquake 
in 1556. It was also noticed that most of the 
ground ruptures lay. on the ancient fractures 
which were normally filled by the materials from 
top layer. Very important evidence is that there 
existed micro-fractures in the top soil directly 
above the ancient fracture. Since the ground 
ruPture ~s partially the sequel of ancient frac-
ture in the soil, it is easy to locate the . 
ground rupture by simply digging t~enches and 
identifying whether ancient fracture exist or 
not. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
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(1) The ground ruptures or" surface faulting" in 
Xian is a particular type of composite mechanism 
which characterized in 6 points as follows: (l)Oriencation - all the ruptures aTe oriented 
into five alignments which stTike 7~-SdNE. 
Therefore it reveals common tectonic nature; (2)In series - each alignments is composed of 
a series of ruptures which are in good coordi-
dation with each other; (3)In coincidence with land subsidence - all 
the ruptures occurred within the boundary of 
subsiding area, where the more the ground 
settled·, the more the rupture took place; (4)Ruptures vanishing downward - si~ce rup-
tures are the result of ground shaking, its 
size varies inversely with depth and finally 
diminishest9 invisible degress at rela~ively 
shallow depth; · · 
(S)vertical displacement only - all ruptures 
were caused by differential vertical displace-
ment without ,any horizontal one. This is 
because the ruptures were activttated only by. 
gravitational force of the ~oil mass; 
(6)~dence with ancient underground rup- . 
· .. tute ~..anci-ent tectonic ruptures in soil are 
the origin of the composite ruptures. Normally 
the former extends to the latter. 
(2) On one hand, lots of ancient fractures in 
I 
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soil overspread in Xian caused by strong histori-
cal earthquakes, which provides the geological 
background of the ground rupture. (3) On the other hand, the ancient fractures in 
soil have been activated by ground subsidence . 
due to over pumping of ground water. (4) Therefore, the mechanism of fround ruptures 
consists of two major factors: ( )the ancient 
fractures; (2)the ground subsidence dut to drawn 
down of ground water. 
(5) When siting a project in an area like Xian, 
a very practical way to evaluate the possible 
occurence of ground ruptures is to make . trench 
exploration and conduct visual verification. 
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